ARTISTIC GYMNASTICS TIE BREAKING PROCEDURES

Criteria 1 - 2018 World Championships – Team Final

In case of a tie in points at any place in the Team Final, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The team with the highest sum of the team apparatus counting scores obtained prevails (i.e. the total of respectively 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 highest apparatus team scores for men and the total of respectively 3, 2, and 1 highest apparatus team scores for women)
2. If they remain tied, the team highest single individual apparatus score obtained prevails

Criteria 2 - 2019 World Championships – Team Qualification

In case of a tie in points at any place in Team Qualification, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The team with the highest sum of the team apparatus counting scores obtained prevails (i.e. the total of respectively 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 highest apparatus team scores for men and the total of respectively 3, 2, and 1 highest apparatus team scores for women)
2. If they remain tied, the team highest single individual apparatus score obtained prevails

Criteria 3 - 2019 World Championships – Individual All-Around Qualification

In case of a tie in points at any place in the Individual All-Around Qualification, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The gymnast with the highest sum of the final apparatus scores obtained prevails (i.e. add the total of respectively 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 highest final apparatus scores for men and the total of respectively 3, 2, and 1 highest final apparatus scores for women)
2. The highest total E-score by adding all apparatus prevails
3. The highest total D-score by adding all apparatus prevails
Criteria 4 - 2019 World Championships – Individual Apparatus Finals

All Individual Apparatus, except Vault

In case of a tie in points of the final score at any place, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The gymnast with the highest E-score prevails
2. The gymnast with the highest D-score prevails
3. If they remain tied, the gymnast with the best final rank in the Qualifications prevails

Vault

In case of a tie in points of the final score at any place, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The highest of the 2 Vaults before the average for the final score
2. The highest E-score of either Vault performed prevails
3. The highest D-score of either Vault performed prevails
4. If they remain tied, the gymnast with the best final rank in the Qualifications prevails

Maximum of Three Athletes per NOC

In case of more than three (3) athletes from an NOC, the following procedure will determine which three (3) athletes earn quota positions:

1. The best rank on the respective apparatus in the Apparatus Finals prevails
2. The best rank on the respective apparatus in the Qualifications prevails
3. The best rank on the final E-score (combined average E-score on Vault) of the Individual Apparatus Finals on the respective apparatus prevails
4. If they remain tied, the best rank on the final D-score (combined average D-score on Vault) of the Individual Apparatus Finals on the respective apparatus prevails

Athlete Qualifies on More than One Apparatus

If an athlete qualifies on more than one apparatus, the following procedure will determine which apparatus receives the quota position:

1. The best rank on the respective apparatus in the Apparatus Finals prevails
2. The best rank on the respective apparatus in the Qualifications prevails
3. The best rank on the final E-score (combined average E-score on Vault) of the Individual Apparatus Finals on the respective apparatus prevails
4. If they remain tied, the best rank on the final D-score (combined average D-score on Vault) of the Individual Apparatus Finals on the respective apparatus prevails


Each Apparatus

In case of a tie on the FIG Olympic Qualification Apparatus ranking list, the rank will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The final score of the three counting exercises will be added and the gymnast with the highest total score prevails
2. The total E-score of the three counting exercises (6 scores for Vault) will be added and the gymnast with the highest total E-score prevails
3. If they remain tied, the total D-score of the three counting exercises (6 scores for Vault) will be added and the gymnast with the highest total D-score prevails
Maximum of One Quota Place per NOC and/or Athlete Qualifies on More than One Apparatus

In case of more than one (1) quota place per NOC or if an athlete qualifies on more than one apparatus, the following procedure will apply to determine which quota place will be earned:

1. The highest average of World Cup points assigned towards the Olympic Qualification Apparatus World Cup Ranking List on the respective apparatus from all competitions attended in the series prevails
2. If they remain tied, the best average rank on the respective apparatus in the Qualifications of all competitions attended in the series prevails

Criteria 6 - 2020 Individual All-Around World Cup Series

In case of a tie in final points, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The better rank of the last competition of the series prevails
2. The final All-Around scores of the four competitions will be added and the NOC with the highest total prevails
3. If they remain tied, the total E-scores on all apparatus of the four counting competitions will be added and the NOC with the highest total E-score prevails

Criteria 7 - 2020 Continental Championships – Individual All-Around Final

In case of a tie in points at any place in the Individual All-Around Final, the ranking will be determined by the following criteria:

1. The gymnast with the highest sum of the final apparatus scores obtained prevails (i.e. add the total of respectively 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 highest final apparatus scores for men and the total of respectively 3, 2, and 1 highest final apparatus scores for women)
2. The highest total E-score by adding all apparatus prevails
3. The highest total D-score by adding all apparatus prevails
4. If they remain tied, the gymnast with the highest single individual apparatus score obtained prevails
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